
 

The Bondi Treadmill is Super Compact  
Open The Box , Unfold it , Plug It in 

and away you go   

The Bondi is great for apartments or 
small spaces as it folds away small and 
compact. So it can fold flat or upright 
depending on what suits you best.Put it 
Under the bed, in the built in Wardrobe or 
store it in a corner. Even better its fully 
assembled in the box !!  This treadmill is 

lightweight and compact making it suitable for anyone with a small room or tight 
spaces. It has been designed to suit jogging/walking and those looking to stay in 
shape. 

NEW 2.2  Active Wear bag - also comes with 
2 FREE bonuses which are a clutch purse 
and foldable shopping bag which attaches 
inside 

Love Wearing Active Wear ? This is the 
perfect Active Wear Accessory ! 

Gorgeous NEW black/grey/pink tote bag - 
2.2 Quality Bag 

waterproof and very stylish. 

Super lightweight - great for people with 
back or neck pain as a heavy bag contributes to neck and back pain 

*Magnetic side buttons for super easy closure. 

Gorgeous additional detachable zippered clutch that attaches inside your tote.  

Three bags in one! 

Tote dimensions: 38 (l) x 30 (h) x 21 (w) 

Colour: black 

Other features: cold machine washable on gentle cycle with no harsh detergent 

Looks great for the summer, gym,active lifestyle 

choose from black- pink - winter grey 



Keep your Treadmill or fitness equipment looking new 
and clean with our Endurance Treadmill Covers. 

Our covers will fit all  Treadmills (not including non-
folding commercial treadmills), as well as most exercise 
bikes, spin bikes, recumbent bikes and elliptical cross 
trainers, which is great for keeping dust and unwanted 
debris away from your fitness equipment. 

The treadmill covers are made from reliable polyester 
fabric. Polyester is very durable; resistant to most 
chemicals, stretching and shrinking, wrinkle resistant, 
mildew and abrasion resistant. 

We offer two sizes for the covers (Dimensions for folded up 
equipment)  

 S/M Size – 85cm x 120cm x 160cm (L x W x H) 
 L/XL Size – 95cm x 135cm x 175cm (L x W x H) 

 

 

Keep your treadmill problem free with an Endurance 

Treadmill Mat  which is recommended for timber and tile 

floors and to prevent dust and moisture entering the 

motor while Silicone lube will help your treadmill last its 

full life. Silicone reduces the wear and tear on your 

treadmill belt, bearings and rollers so your treadmill will 

be problem free for years to come. 

 

 

 

Contact-us 
https://smoothtreadmills.com.au 

https://smoothtreadmills.com.au/

